Abstract. From new integral representations of the n-th derivative of Bessel functions with respect to the order, we derive some reflection formulas for the first and second order derivative of Jν (t) and Yν (t) for integral order, and for the n-th order derivative of Iν (t) and Kν (t) for arbitrary real order. As an application of the reflection formulas obtained for the first order derivative, we extend some formulas given in the literature to negative integral order. Also, as a by-product, we calculate an integral which does not seem to be reported in the literature.
Introduction
Bessel functions are the canonical solutions y (t) of Bessel's differential equation: [6, Chap. 6] . The general solution of (1.1) is a linear combination of the Bessel functions of the first and second kind, i.e. J ν (t) and Y ν (t) respectively. In the case of pure imaginary argument, the solutions to the Bessel equations are called modified Bessel functions of the first and second kind, I ν (t) and K ν (t) respectively. Despite the fact the properties of the Bessel functions have been studied extensively in the literature [10, 1] , studies about successive derivatives of the Bessel functions with respect to the order ν are relatively scarce. For nonnegative integral order ν = m, we find in the literature the following expressions in terms of finite sums of Bessel functions [7, Eqn. 10.15 .3&4] 
Also, for the n-th derivative of the Bessel function of the first kind with respect to the order, we find in [8] a more complex expression in series form.
Regarding integral representations of the derivative of J ν (t) and I ν (t) with respect to the order, we find in [2] ∀ℜν > 0,
The great advantage of the integral expressions (1.8)-(1.11) is that the integrals involved in them can be calculated in closed-form [5] . Also, ∀ν / ∈ Z, expressions in closed-form for the second and third derivatives with respect to the order are found in [3] , but these expressions are extraordinarily complex, above all for the third derivative.
In view of the literature commented above, the goal of this article is two-folded. On the one hand, in Section 2, we obtain simple integral representations for the n-th derivatives of the Bessel functions with respect to the order. The great advantage of these expressions is that its numerical evaluation is quite rapid and straightforward.
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As a by-product, we obtain the calculation of an integral which does not seem to be reported in the literature.
On the other hand, in Section 3, we derive some reflection formulas for the first and second order derivative of J ν (t) and Y ν (t) for integral order, from the expressions obtained in Section 2. Also, we derive reflection formulas for the n-th order derivative of I ν (t) and K ν (t) for arbitrary real order. As an application of the reflection formulas obtained for the first order derivative, we extend formulas (1.2)-(1.5) to negative integral orders.
Finally, we collect our conclusions in Section 4.
Integral representations of n-th order derivatives
In order to perform the n-th derivatives of Bessel and modified Bessel functions with respect to the order, first we state the following n-th derivatives, that can be proved easily by induction and using the binomial theorem.
Proposition 2.1. The n-th derivative of the functions
with respect to the order ν are given by
where we have set the polynomials
To obtain the n-th derivative of the Bessel function of the first kind with respect to the order, we depart from the Schläfli integral representation of J ν (t) [7, Eqn. 10.9 .6], wherein we have ∀ℜt > 0,
Therefore, applying (2.1) and (2.3), the n-th derivative of J ν (t) with respect to the order is
Remark 2.2. As a consistency test, notice that the Taylor series,
holds true ∀ν 0 ∈ R. Similar Taylor series hold true for Y ν (t), I ν (t) and K ν (t).
Proof. Substituting (2.8) on the LHS of (2.10), and reversing the order of integration and summation, we have
which is equivalent to Schläfli integral representation (2.7).
For the Bessel function of the second kind, we obtain, from the integral representation [7, Eqn. 10.9.7] , ∀ℜt > 0,
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and formulas (2.2) and (2.4), the following n-th order derivative:
For the modified Bessel function, we find in the literature the integral representation [7, Eqn. 10.32.4] , ∀ℜt > 0, (2.14)
Therefore, according to (2.1) with t = 0 and (2.3), we have
Also, from the integral representation of the Macdonald function [6, Eqn. 5.10.23], ∀ℜt > 0,
For n = 1, the above integral (2.20) is calculated in [5] in closed-form, thus ∀ν ∈ R {−1/2, −3/2, ...}, ℜt > 0, we have
where the function G 
It is worth noting that the numerical evaluation of the integral representations for the n-th derivatives of the Bessel functions given in (2.8), (2.12), (2.15), and (2.20), is quite efficient if we use a "double exponential" strategy [9] .
3. Reflection formulas 3.1. Bessel functions. Theorem 3.1. ∀t ∈ C and m = 0, 1, . . ., the following reflection formula holds true:
Proof. From the integral representation (2.8), we have
On the one hand, consider m = 2k, thus, according to (3.2) , the LHS of (3.1) becomes
To calculate the first integral on the RHS of (3.3), perform the substitution ξ = x−π/2, eliminate the term that vanishes by parity, and undo the change of variables to obtain
Applying the trigonometric identity sin (α + β) = sin α cos β + sin β cos α, rewrite (3.4) as
The second integral on the RHS of (3.5) vanishes by parity performing the substitution ξ = x − π/2. Therefore, (3.3) becomes
According to the integral representation (2.11) and the property [7, Eqn. 10.4.1]
we rewrite (3.6) as (3.1) for m = 2k. This completes the proof for m = 2k. On the other hand, consider m = 2k + 1, thus, according to (3.2), the LHS of (3.1) becomes
Following the same steps as in (3.4)-(3.6), we calculate the first integral on the RHS of (3.8) as,
Therefore, inserting (3.9) in (3.8) and taking into account the integral representation (2.11) and the property (3.7), we rewrite (3.9) as
which completes the proof. 
Theorem 3.3. ∀t ∈ C and m = 0, 1, . . ., the following reflection formula holds true:
Proof. From the integral representation (2.8) for n = 2, we have
Therefore,
On the one hand, calculate the first integral on the RHS of (3.12) for m = 2k,
Performing the change of variables ξ = x − π/2 and cancelling the corresponding terms by parity, we arrive at
Applying the trigonometric identity cos (α + β) = cos α cos β − sin α sin β, eliminating one of the resulting integrals by parity, and undoing the substitution performed, we rewrite (3.13) as
where we have applied the integral representation (2.7). On the other hand, calculate the first integral on the RHS of (3.12) for m = 2k+1,
Following the same steps as in (3.13)-(3.14), but applying the trigonometric identity sin (α + β) = sin α cos β + sin β cos α, we rewrite the first integral on the LHS of (3.12) as
From (3.14) and (3.15), Eqn. (3.12) becomes
Finally, take into account the integral representation (2.12) for n = 1, to express (3.16) as (3.11), as we wanted to prove.
Corollary 3.4. Taking into account (1.3), Eqn. (3.11) becomes
Theorem 3.5. ∀t ∈ C and m = 0, 1, . . ., the following reflection formula holds true:
Proof. From the integral representation (2.12), we have
On the one hand, consider m = 2k, thus (3.19) becomes
Applying the same steps as in (3.4)-(3.6), but considering the trigonometric identity cos (α + β) = cos α cos β − sin α sin β, we arrive at On the other hand, consider m = 2k + 1, thus (3.19) becomes
Similar to the derivation given in (3.20)-(3.21), we calculate the above integral as
thereby, according to the integral representation (2.7) and the property (3.22), we finally arrive at (3.18) for m = 2k + 1. This completes the proof.
Corollary 3.6. We extend the formula given in (1.3) to negative integral orders with the aid of the reflection formula (3.18), resulting in
Theorem 3.7. ∀t ∈ C and m = 0, 1, . . ., the following reflection formula holds true:
Proof. From the integral representation (2.12) for n = 2, we have
Let us calculate the first integral on the RHS of (3.25). First, consider m = 2k, thus
Performing the substitution ξ = x − π/2 and cancelling the corresponding terms by parity, we have
Rewrite (3.26) with the trigonometric identity sin (α + β) = sin α cos β +sin β cos α, eliminate one of the resulting integrals by parity, and undo the substitution performed, arriving at
Second, consider the case m = 2k + 1, thus the first integral on the RHS of (3.25) becomes
Following the same steps as before, but applying the trigonometric identity cos (α + β) = cos α cos β − sin α sin β, we arrive at
Therefore, taking into account (3.27) and (3.28),
Finally, notice that from the integral representation (2.8) for n = 1, and the integral representation (2.11), we see that the RHS of both (3.24) and (3.29) are equal, completing thereby the proof. 
Modified Bessel functions.
Theorem 3.9. ∀t ∈ C and µ ∈ R, the following reflection formula holds true:
Proof. Applying the integral representation (2.16), we arrive at
wherein the first integral of (2.16) vanishes. Taking into account the definitions of the polynomials p n and q n given in (2.5) and (2.6),
Finally, taking into account the integral representation (2.19), we rewrite (3.32) as (3.31), as we wanted to prove.
From the general expression (3.31), we obtain some interesting particular cases. Thereby, on the one hand, for µ = m = 0, 1, . . ., 
On the other hand, taking in (3.31) µ = m + 1 2 , we have
, thus ∀n = 0, 1, we have respectively
which is given in the literature [7, Eqn. 10.47 .11], and
, which is also fulfilled for m = 0 by the formulas found in [7, Eqn. 10.38 .6&7].
Theorem 3.12. ∀t ∈ C and m = 0, 1, . . ., the following reflection formula holds true:
Proof. First, consider the case n = 2k and take into account the integral representation (1.11), thereby (3.39) reads as
x 2k e −t cosh x sinh (µx) dx = 0, which vanishes by parity. Second, consider the case n = 2k + 1 and the integral representation (1.11), thus (3.39) becomes
x 2k+1 e −t cosh x cosh (µx) dx = 0, which is also null by parity. This completes the proof. 
Conclusions
On the one hand, we have obtained new integral expressions for the n-th derivatives of the Bessel functions with respect to the order in (2.8), (2.12), (2.15), and (2.20). As a by-product, we have calculated an integral, which does not seem to be reported in the literature, in three forms, i.e. (2.21), (2.22), and (3.41), depending on the parameter ν.
On the other hand, we have derived reflection formulas for the first and second order derivative of J ν (t) in (3.1) and (3.17), and of Y ν (t) in (3.18) and (3.30). Also, for arbitrary order ν, we have derived the reflection formula (3.31) for the n-th order derivative of I ν (t), and the reflection formula (3.39) for the n-th order derivative of K ν (t) in. As particular cases, for I ν (t) and integral order m, we have obtained the reflection formula (3.34) for the first order derivative, and (3.37) for the second order derivative. Also, for half-integral order, we have obtained formula (3.38) .
